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Upheavals in Anglophone Cameroon: background and updates on the situation as of 

13.12.2016  

 

1. Introduction 

 

The city of Bamenda and parts of the North West Region has been under physical unrest since the 21st of 

November 2016. In the same period, the South West Region has been under a state of uncertainty. 

These are the principal regions of our programme interventions. This state of uncertainty came about 

due to a strike action called by teachers of Anglophone extraction and hijacked by other disgruntled 

forces. The strike action is not officially called off but there are ongoing steps towards resolving the 

present issues but not the totality of problems raised by different Cameroonian segments and the 

Anglophones in particular.  To have a better understanding of the present strike and others issues that 

can lead to full blown conflict, a small recall of the Cameroon history is needed. 

 

2. Background  

 

The history of Cameroon having a bearing on the present unrest dates back to November 1884 Berlin 

Conference when Cameroon was recognised as a German territory. After the German defeat at the end 

of World War I, German territories were divided between the victories powers (allied forces). Cameroon 

being one of such territories were divided between the English and the French by the League of Nations 

under trusteeship mandates (Mandates Territories).  In 1960, Nigeria and East Cameroun (portion under 

French trusteeship) both gained independence from Britain and France respectively. On 11th of February 

1961, the United Nations conducted a plebiscite in the British Trust territory of Cameroon to ascertain 

whether this piece of land would like independence by joining Nigeria or LRC (La Republique du 

Cameroon or French Cameroon). At the end the Northern British Cameroon joined Nigeria and the 

British Southern Cameroon joined La Republique du Cameroon. This is distinction is important if at any 

time a proper analysis of the ongoing crisis is needed, since some stakeholders want to see a united 

British Cameroons. Then negotiations followed how the union will be formed and managed, this is the 

beginning of all present day misunderstandings or pro-conflict scenarios. 

 July 1961: Foumban Constitutional Conference met in Foumban to draw up a Constitution for the 

Federal Republic of Cameroon, leading to a federal constitution of equal partners; giving equal 

importance to the languages, cultures, education and judicial systems inherited from colonialism.  

 1st October 1961: The Federal Republic was born made up of two equal states partners - British and 

French Cameroons. 

 20th May 1972: the federal union was dissolved through a referendum, thereby creating a unitary 

state. This referendum involved the whole Federal Republic and not those who decided at the 

beginning to form a union with the existing independent LRC and the country became known as the 

United Republic of Cameroon. This also became more glaring with the change in the country’s flag 

from two stars to the present with one star. 

 1984: President Biya changed the name of the country from United Republic of Cameroon to the 

Republic of Cameroon and more significantly, this was the pre-federation name of LRC.  
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These chronological changes have led many Anglophones to feel marginalised; as such seeking a change 

that will ensure their federal equality.  

 

3. Present Conflict 

 

November 2016: The conflict of united system came to fore through two independent strike actions by 

lawyers and teachers.  

 Lawyers 

After more than 10 months of writing appeals requesting for changes that were eradicating the 

Common Law System operational in English speaking Cameroon regions the government did not answer 

or made any moves to show they received such complaints. Hence in October the lawyers of 

Anglophone extraction carried out a peaceful strike action to bring focus on their demands. The peaceful 

matches were in Bamenda and Buea. In both instances the government responded by beating and 

teargassing the lawyers and in some cases invading their offices. Many sustained injuries but the strike 

continues peacefully. All Common Law lawyers have downed their wigs and are not attending court 

sessions. Their key complaints include: 

- Replacement of French speaking magistrates and state counsels, who in the most part 

cannot express themselves in English and conduct cross examination in French. 

- Translate the main text of business law (OHADA) into English. This is the principal 

reference for business law in UDEAC (translated in English as the Economic Community 

of Central African States). 

 Teachers 

English speaking teachers under three different unions and parent associations declared a sit-in strike 

from the 21st November for 4 days; renewable if their demands are not met. These demands among 

others focus on dilution of the English Education System in Cameroon (in Cameroon’s bilingual 

operations, nearly every facet in life is operated based on the either the British or the French colonialist 

influence). The teachers complain that everything inherited from the English Educational systems is 

gradually been eliminated from the national education policy and political process.  Among the 

complaints, the highlights are: 

- The preponderance of Francophone students in English University who have no mastery 

of English but Students of English extraction cannot have admission. 

- Teachers from Francophone Cameroon are sent to teach in English speaking areas when 

they have no good knowledge of English and students are taught in neither English nor 

French. 

- Anglophone students in technical schools are forced to write end of course 

examinations poorly in translated from French. 

 

Synoptically put, these are some of the stages and history that led to the physical confrontation 

between the police, gendarmes and military on the one hand and disgruntled youths on the other. The 

teachers strike which was called by 3 teachers union, covering primary and secondary education 

teachers started on Monday, 21st November 2016. The strike was backed by some university and higher 
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education teachers unions; some political parties, parent unions, some political leaders and all the 

various groups calling for Anglophone secession or a return to federalism. The strike was peaceful in all 

the Anglophone regions as reported by all media including the government radio stations. The area of 

physical confrontation was Bamenda where our Coordination Office is. Historically Bamenda has been 

the focus of change in the country, especially political change and the people are more engaging in 

demanding for their political, economic; social and human rights. At about midday on 21st November 

2016, a group of young people marched to the main commercial street and started demanding answers 

to many concerned issues. Their complaints focused on the poor state of roads, lack of potable water in 

many parts of the town; poor waste disposal, lack of jobs and ever rising unemployment. It gradually 

snowballed into a demand for improved governance, federalism and separation of the two states and 

the immediate return of all that is Francophone (intuitions and people) back to their own state. Their 

demands focusing on social economic and governance issues are evident in everyday life in Cameroon. 

The march turned violent and erupted into running battles between the youths and government forces. 

The youth threw stones and blocked roads especially at junctions and the police, gendarmes and 

military responded with tear gas, guns and water cannons.  

 

The combined actions and reactions have led to the destruction of property, loss of economic 

opportunities especially for poor struggling market people. Many people have been injured, maimed 

and some lost their lives. The number of dead is uncertain at this stage but some sources put it at 3. 

The problem has continued in Buea with University of Buea students who staged a peaceful protest on 

Monday, 28th November 2016. The peaceful protested was interrupted by polices and other armed 

military officers who brutalise and beat up students. The stories and images are gory. There reports of 

breaking into student residential hostel and taking them for torture in the Limbe Oil Refinery military 

base. There is at least one unconfirmed report of rape. 

 

December 2016: After the protests in Buea and Bamenda, Social Democratic Front (SDF), which is the 

main opposition political party, had two rallies in Bamenda and Buea. These rallies went peacefully 

without any damage to property and people. In a related move, the Cameroon Peoples’ Democratic 

Movement (CPDM) also organised two rallies in Buea and Bamenda. The Buea rally went on peacefully. 

The rally in Bamenda on the 8th of December 2016 turned violent. The population of Bamenda viewed 

the rally as a provocation since the elites (high ranking government personalities) from the region had 

not acknowledged the Anglophone problem. One minister from the region had categorically said there 

was no Anglophone problem. Just before the rally started, the population, in a poorly coordinated way, 

attacked the CPDM people and the police responded with tear gas and guns. The situation escalated and 

went out of control; leading to much damage to property and lose of life. It is estimated that between 

10 to 12 people died. In reaction to the deaths in Bamenda, youths in other towns went to the streets in 

protest especially in Kumba where 3 people died. 

 

Given the present unrest, the Bamenda metropolis has been flooded by military and police officers from 

other regions. Their presence creates an air of fear and uncertainty.  Since the December 9th there has 

been no confrontation between the police/army and any other group. However, business persons are 

slow in coming back to their activities.  
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4. First steps towards a dialogue 

 

Over the weekend of 26th to 27th of November, the Prime Minister was in Bamenda to hold meetings 

with concerned stakeholders. He held separate meetings with traditional rulers, politicians, teachers and 

lawyers. The meetings with traditional rulers and other politicians is seen by the teachers and lawyers as 

a means of watering down the importance of their strike actions. At the end of the weekend meeting 

what was clear include: 

- For the first time a high ranking government official (Prime Minister) agreed there is an 

Anglophone problem in Cameroon.  

- That the sit in strike will continue until the government starts providing solutions to some of the 

problems. Only after this move, can dialogue start between the teachers and government. 

- That the teachers and lawyers should prepare a framework for the realisation of their demands 

with deadlines. 

- That the Prime Minister will by Wednesday, 30th November give answers to some of the 

concerns raised by the teachers and lawyers. 

 

Unfortunately, the dialogue has not yielded any concrete results. The teachers say the move by the 

government to provide emergency subvention to private and denominational schools does not answer 

the core questions of their strike action. Although the government has formed an inter-ministerial 

committee to look into the problem, yesterday 12th of December 2016 the head of that committee said 

dialogue will only continue when the teachers call off the strike. Just like the teachers, the lawyers are 

not contented with the present proposal of the government; so the strike continues peacefully.  

 

5. Key Stakeholders in the Anglophone Political Crisis 

 

The present crisis in Cameroon is occasioned by what many Anglophones see as systematic 

discrimination that can lead to the total and complete assimilation of them by the majority 

Francophone. This however, is not the only issues that are giving concern to the absence of armed 

conflicts in Cameroon. There is silent discontent about the absence of accountability and poor 

governance in the country and many within are afraid to raise their voices for fear of reprisals.  Of late, 

there has been an increasing clamp down on freedoms of expression and association. Reports abound of 

dispersing of legitimate meetings of opposition political parties. In the present dispensation at the eve, 

so to say, of major elections, constitutionally built, for late 2018, the need to maintain peace 

transparency in state management is important as well as political dialogue with the following: 

 

Anglophone Community: this group see themselves as marginalised and discriminated upon and that a 

change in the way the country is run and resources managed. Even within this group there are people 

with varying option as to how the solution should come about. The prevailing options discussed 

especially in social media include – secession, a complete break away from LRC to form another country, 

federation on a two state basis the pre 1972 status quo within the constitution respected, confederation 

a loose federation with lots of power in the states. 
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Cameroonian Population: there is hardly any group in Cameroon that has not at one point show 

discontentment about the way things are managed in the country. Many of these groups have even 

been on the streets, written petitions among other means to express their concerns. This include in no 

exhaustive manner teachers, lawyers, transporters, students and business people. 

 

Cameroonian Diaspora: over the last 4 to 5 years there has been an increasing engagement of the 

Cameroonian Diaspora in the political life of their country. This group has vented their anger through 

many demonstrations at Cameroon Foreign Missions in Europe and America, with protest even in events 

to which the president is participating and at his hotel. The main complaint of this group is 

mismanagement of the country’s resources and bad governance. At the wake of the ongoing crisis at 

home another voice has come up with a focus on the Anglophone issues. 

 

Political Parties: many opposition political parties complain about the conduct of day to day 

government business and the management of the electoral process in Cameroon. Their supports are 

increasing restless and may be willing to protest upcoming elections if they are unhappy with the 

outcome. 

 

The Government: the government which has had the same leader since 1982 is seen as the source of all 

problems. It is accused, apart from all the issues raised above, of an unwillingness to dialogue with other 

political stakeholders, In the process of blocked opened dialogue it has absorbed weak political parties 

creating a semblance of a mixed government of different political views. 

 

6. Final Observations 

 

Cameroon is fragile: many problems are not openly discussed since there are no such platforms, the lack 

of which can lead to political and social upheavals. The many dissenting forces are not coordinated; this 

can easily play into the hands of any powerful force even from outside. Any long and sustained social 

and political disorder in Cameroon can help to a complete breakdown of the fragile peace and security 

in the Central African sub region. 

 

There is need to build dialogue platforms within the different stakeholder groups and between the 

stakeholders groups and the government. This is very important as from 2017 so as to prepare an 

environment that is politically, socially and culturally tolerant in the 2018 elections. At least in the last 

weeks there have been a lot of public discussions about the Anglophone problem and other political 

issues in Cameroon. This can be seen as a new development in the right direction, but it needs proper 

coordination and tolerance from the government side. 

 

 

Togho Lumumba Mukong, Coordinator Mission 21  

Kafui Sandra Afanou, Programme Officer Cameroon 

 


